


Merkle|RKG Digital Marketing Report:
2015 Cyber Weekend Search Marketing Preview
As the unofficial start to the holiday shopping season, it’s difficult to overstate the importance of Cyber Weekend to retailers. 
With this in mind, we produced this 2015 Cyber Weekend Search Marketing Preview report to highlight some of the biggest 
trends to be aware of in the search space as holiday shopping gets underway.

These include:

• The growth of the five-day period from Thanksgiving through Cyber Monday, which produced 13% of all Q4 sales in 
2014 for retailers and a whopping 29% of sales from Thanksgiving through Christmas

• Why mobile is expected to account for more than 60% of all paid search traffic on Thanksgiving and will be the primary 
driver of growth during Cyber Weekend

• The importance of Thanksgiving Day, which accounted for clicks that produced 17% of all Cyber Weekend paid search 
orders in 2014

• Jet.com’s growing mobile Google Product Listing Ads impression share, which is 59% higher in November so far than 
what was observed in September for one advertiser

• Weekly holiday trends regarding cross-device conversions and in-store transactions driven by paid search clicks

Merkle|RKG manages digital marketing programs for more than 50 of the top 500 internet retailers, and the data presented in 
this report is based on advertisers that have been active Merkle|RKG clients since prior to the 2014 holiday season and which 
meet minimum spend thresholds. Additionally, the samples studied include only advertisers that have maintained consistent 
goals over the time frames depicted.

In addition to this report, we’ll be providing a follow-up on Tuesday, December 1st with Cyber Weekend performance 
benchmarks and other commentary on how the biggest U.S. shopping weekend of the year went for retailers. Subscribe to our blog 
to be automatically notified of this and other must-read analyses throughout the holiday season.

http://www.rimmkaufman.com/blog/


Search Marketing Growth Trends Favorable Heading into Cyber Weekend
Two weeks ahead of Thanksgiving and Black Friday, retailers have seen sales produced by search marketing trending 
up by 13% year-over-year in Q4 so far, with growth picking up modestly from October to mid-November.

Trends from recent years suggest that sales growth will increase further over the extended Cyber Weekend from 
Thanksgiving through Cyber Monday, as holiday shoppers take advantage of retailer promotions.

While Cyber Monday has been the largest US shopping day online for the past five years, Black Friday and the 
following Saturday and Sunday have become much more important to retailers in recent years. As recently as 2011, 
none of those three days ranked in the top 10 shopping days. Last year Black Friday was the second largest shopping 
day, the following Saturday was the seventh, and the following Sunday was the third largest.

In 2014, retailers produced more than twice as many sales online on Cyber Monday as they did on Thanksgiving, but 
Thanksgiving sales grew 37% Y/Y, compared to 16% growth for Cyber Monday. Momentum around online shopping 
on Thanksgiving Day has picked up significantly in just the last two years.

All told, the five-day period from Thanksgiving through Cyber Monday produced 13% of all Q4 sales online in 2014 for 
retailers and a whopping 29% of sales from Thanksgiving through Christmas. Those rates are poised to rise in 2015.

In 2014, retailers produced 
more than twice as many 
sales on Cyber Monday as 
they did on Thanksgiving, 
but Thanksgiving sales grew 
37% Y/Y, compared to 16% 
growth for Cyber Monday.
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Mobile Poised to Drive Nearly All Cyber Weekend Sales Gains

In 2014, Black Friday phone sales were 33% 
higher than Cyber Monday phone sales.

Retailer Search Marketing Sales: Phone Traffic
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Consumers are increasingly turning to their phones to complete online purchases and this 
change in behavior has bolstered Black Friday e-commerce growth. Phone sales peak the day 
after Thanksgiving when shoppers are traditionally out hitting up brick and mortar stores. In 2014, 
Black Friday phone sales were 33% higher than Cyber Monday phone sales.

In Q4 2015, phone traffic will deliver nearly all retailer sales gains online as desktop sales growth 
has trended in the low single digits and tablet sales have declined slightly from a year earlier. In 
mid-November, phone sales driven by search ads are running over 140% higher than a year earlier.

Text search ads are driving 126% more phone sales for retailers, but sales are trending lower Y/Y 
on desktop and tablets. Phone growth has been strengthened by recent ad format and display 
changes Google made in Q3.

Across all device types, sales from Product Listing Ads (PLAs) continue to rise at impressive rates. 
Google PLAs are producing 31% Y/Y sales gains on desktop, 53% gains on tablets and 183% more 
sales on phones.
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Retailers Seeing Competitors Driving More PLA Traffic
Retailers’ sales gains from Google PLAs are being propelled, to some 
degree, by traffic from what may seem like an unlikely source: some 
of their largest competitors.

From July to November of this year, PLA traffic produced on third-
party retailer sites like Walmart.com and Target.com has doubled.

While Walmart has produced significant PLA traffic for other retailers 
throughout 2015, the recent increase can be tied to traffic indicating 
that it is from Target and Kohl’s.

PLA traffic from Google partners 
like these sites is generally 
producing an average sales-per-
click that is 50-70% lower than the 
average sales-per-click for a PLA 
on Google.com; however, at the 
right price, the incremental sales 
they produce will be welcome this 
holiday season.

Notably, Amazon killed off two of 
its major ad programs, Amazon 
Text Ads and Amazon Product Ads, 
just ahead of the holiday season. It 
will be interesting to see if Google’s 
retailer ad partners dial back their 
display of ads as we near the peak 
shopping days.

Partner Share of Google PLA Clicks
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Amazon has Historically Been an Even Bigger Search Ad Competitor During 
the Holiday Season
As the biggest e-commerce player in the United 
States, Amazon has a strong search ad presence 
year-round, but looking back at 2014 holiday 
data, it’s clear that its text ads became even 
more visible during peak shopping days, across 
a wide range of industries.

Amazon’s share of search ad impressions rose 
markedly beginning the week of Black Friday 
last year across electronics, clothing, home 
furnishings, and even flowers and gifts queries. 
Its ad investment remained relatively strong 
throughout the holiday shopping season up until 
the week of Christmas, when its impression share 
declined to levels observed prior to Black Friday.

From this data, it appears that Amazon gets 
even more aggressive during the holiday season 
than the rest of the year when it comes to its paid 
search investment. Advertisers will have to be 
aggressive as well in order to compete for traffic 
volume and sales.

Fortunately for competing retailers, Amazon 
does not advertise with Google’s PLA format, 
though a new major e-commerce player does: 
Jet.com.

Amazon.com Google Auction Insights: Desktop Impression Share
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Jet.com Looking to Gain Traction with Major Mobile PLA Push
Jet.com launched in July as a members-only e-commerce site with similarities to both Amazon Prime and Costco. Just a few months later though, it 
eliminated memberships from its model so that anyone could purchase from the site. Looking to gain immediate market share, Jet reportedly plans to 
spend $100 million on marketing in its first year.

Many search advertisers began noticing Jet’s presence in Google’s Auction Insights Reports for Shopping Campaigns almost immediately after the site 
launched. 

While Jet’s impression share has been fairly low in these reports for many advertisers, some advertisers saw Jet accounting for 20% or more of available 
PLA impressions right off the bat.

Since then, Jet appears to have gotten particularly aggressive in the mobile PLA space. For one advertiser, Jet’s impression share of phone PLAs is running 
59% higher than it was two months earlier, while its tablet impression share was up just 15% and its desktop impression share declined 6%.

It will be interesting to see if Jet becomes more aggressive with search ads during the holiday shopping season, similar to what we observe with Amazon, 
either by widening its PLA presence or by beginning to compete in text ads, a space where their ad impression share has been minimal.

Jet’s impression share 
of phone PLAs is 
running 59% higher 
against one large 
retailer than it was 
two months earlier.
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Google Mobile Search Ad Share Running 10-15 Points Higher than 2014, 
May Reach 60% on Thanksgiving Day
As we showed earlier in this report, mobile sales growth is running particularly strong ahead of Cyber Weekend and this 
is being driven primarily by mobile click growth, which accelerated in Q3 and remains robust in Q4.

Google is showing particular strength in mobile search growth as it has recently increased its ad inventory above organic 
phone search results, and rolled out a larger mobile PLA format. It also appears that Google regained its position as 
mobile search ad provider for eBay in October.

Google regained its 
position as mobile search 
ad provider for eBay in 
October.

Between phones and tablets combined, mobile click share for Google search ads is running 10-15 percentage points higher in 2015 than it did going into 
Cyber Weekend last year. Tablet click share has actually fallen a few points, but phone click share has risen by 15-18 points.

On weekends, when mobile traffic peaks, phones and tablets are currently producing 57% of retailers’ Google search ad clicks. If 2014 trends hold, that 
figure should be surpassed on Thanksgiving Day when mobile should hit 60% of Google search ad traffic.

Beyond Cyber Weekend, mobile traffic has historically begun to rise again in the week ahead of Christmas before hitting new highs on Christmas Eve and 
Christmas Day. Those gains are largely maintained into the following year.

Mobile Share of Retailers’ Google Search Ad Clicks
October 1 - December 30 | 2014 & 2015
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Cross-Device Conversions Provide a Big Lift to Phones, but One That Declines 
After Cyber Weekend
With mobile traffic ramping up into Cyber 
Weekend, it’s vital for advertisers to have a strong 
understanding of the full value of traffic across each 
type of device. A key piece of that value is cross-
device conversions, which are orders that are driven 
by an initial click on one device, but ultimately take 
place on a different device.

For the past two years, Google has provided 
advertisers with estimates of these types of 
conversions by device, and looking at the percentage 
lift from adding these cross-device estimates to 
single device conversions it’s clear that phones saw 
the biggest lift over the 2014 holiday season.

At a weekly level, we see the biggest lift from cross-
device conversions in early November, across all 
device types. The cross-device impact then steadily 
declines throughout the holiday season before 
picking back up slightly the week of Christmas.

This data indicates that, while paid search still sees 
a strong lift from tracking cross-device conversions, 
especially on phones, that lift actually declines 
once we hit Cyber Weekend. This is similar to what 
we observe with the impact of tracking offline 
conversions during Q4.

At a weekly level, we see the biggest lift from cross-device conversions in early 
November, across all device types. The cross-device impact then steadily declines 
throughout the holiday season before picking back up slightly the week of Christmas.

Lift in Conversions from Including Cross-Device Estimates
Week of September 29, 2014 - Week of January 26, 2015
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OffIine Impact of Search Ads Peaks Over Cyber Weekend, then Weakens Until 
Just Before Christmas
For advertisers looking to track the impact paid search advertising 
has on their brick-and-mortar sales, one solution Google offers is 
in-store conversion tracking. With in-store tracking, Google works 
with third parties to tie devices with paid search clicks to anonymized 
purchaser profiles. 

If a user then heads in store to make a purchase using a payment 
method connected to the purchaser profile associated with their 
device, Google is able to tie the transaction to the search ad click 
and report on those in-store transactions.

The total lift provided by adding in-store transactions to tracked 
online conversions peaked on Thanksgiving Day.

Taking a look at this data by week during the 2014 holiday season for 
one advertiser using this tracking, we see that the total lift provided 
by adding in-store transactions to tracked online conversions 
peaked on Thanksgiving Day. Beginning the first week of December, 
however, we saw a much lower lift than prior to the holiday season.

This decline is likely due to the fact that e-commerce accounts for 
a greater share of total retail sales during Q4 than any other time 
during the year according to the U.S. Bureau of the Census, and 
thus searchers are relatively more likely to convert online than make 
purchases in-store compared to other parts of the year.

However, the in-store impact of online ads does rebound in the days 
just ahead of Christmas, as users became more likely to visit a store 
for last minute purchases to ensure they had gifts in time and to 
avoid pricier expedited shipping costs.

Thanksgiving | 49%

Black Friday | 28%

Cyber Monday | 18%

Overall Lift in Paid Search Orders from Tracked In-Store Conversions

E-Commerce Retail Sales as a Percent of Total Sales
Q1 2012 to Q3 2015

Q4 2012 Q4 2013 Q4 2014

November 1 - December 24, 2014  |  Apparel Retailer
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Pre-Thanksgiving Research by Customers Seeds a Third of Cyber Weekend Sales
While consumer purchases don’t significantly ramp up until Thanksgiving Day and Black Friday, it’s important for advertisers to understand user behavior 
leading up those purchases. 

In 2014, a third of all search ad-driven sales that took place over Cyber Weekend were preceded by an ad click that happened before Thanksgiving. 
Thanksgiving Day itself produced just under 14% of Cyber Weekend sales in 2014, but first ad touches by consumers on Thanksgiving ultimately led to 
nearly 17% of Cyber Weekend sales. Advertisers who fail to account for this time lag between customer research and purchase will end up underinvesting 
early in the season and, conversely, overestimating the value of clicks that come later in the season.

Looking at this question another way, if we tie holiday sales to the time of the last click before purchase (click day sales), rather than the time of the order 
(order day sales), the calculated value of a pre-Thanksgiving November click is about 15% higher. After Cyber Monday, clicks appear as much as 15-20% 
less valuable by the same calculation.
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History Points to Strongest Sales Growth Early and Late in the Season
As advertisers make their final ad investment decisions ahead of Cyber Weekend, recent history suggests that holiday consumer demand and retail sales 
growth will continue to be increasingly front-loaded around Cyber Weekend.

We saw this in 2014, as sales growth trends echoed results from previous years dating back to last decade. As noted earlier in this report, sales growth hit 
37% on Thanksgiving Day in 2014, but ultimately fell to the low teens for the first half of December.

Sales growth has also been strong at the tail end of the holiday shopping season, particularly in the week before Christmas Day. Importantly though, sales 
volume still falls considerably after ground shipping cutoffs, however, more consumers have been willing to pay the additional cost for expedited shipping 
or find a retailer that will eat the expense.

Retailer Search Marketing Y/Y Sales Growth 2014
November 24 - December 30, 2014
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Strength of Cyber Weekend Sales Varies by State
Across all advertisers, 29% of all holiday 
shopping season sales online occurred on 
Cyber Weekend (Thanksgiving Day through 
Cyber Monday) in 2014, a figure that has 
consistently grown over the past few years.

Taking a look at how that figure varies by 
state, we see that even the state with the 
smallest share of holiday orders coming 
in over Cyber Weekend, Wyoming, sees 
23% of all holiday season orders come in 
over this busy shopping stretch. Hawaii 
saw the highest share at 36%. 

Analyzing potential explanatory variables, 
it appears that states with higher rural 
populations are more likely to have a 
lower share of orders come from Cyber 
Weekend than are states with more urban 
populations, though this is certainly not 
the only driving factor.

Regardless, this data shows that the 
frontloading of holiday shopping is a 
phenomenon that’s occurring all across 
the United States, and advertisers should 
expect a strong share of orders to occur 
over this span no matter which U.S. region 
a campaign is targeting.

29%
[Average Cyber Weekend %Sales]

Cyber Weekend Share of Holiday Sales by State



ABOUT MERKLE | RKG
Merkle | RKG is a search and digital marketing agency that combines superior marketing talent with world-class digital media 
capabilities to create the industry’s most effective data-driven digital marketing solutions. Merkle | RKG drives business to 
clients by maximizing a full range of opportunities including paid search, SEO, product listing ads, social media, display 
advertising, and comparison shopping engine management services. Merkle | RKG is part of Merkle (merkleinc.com), the 
largest independent agency in the US for CRM, digital, and search. Merkle | RKG is headquartered in Charlottesville, VA, with 
offices in Bend, OR and Boston, MA.

For more information, visit MerkleRKG.com or follow @MerkleRKG on Twitter.

ABOUT MERKLE
Merkle is a global data-driven, technology-enabled performance marketing agency and the largest independent agency in the US 
for CRM, digital, and search. For more than 25 years, Fortune 1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations have partnered 
with Merkle to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. The agency’s heritage in data, technology, and analytics forms 
the foundation for its unmatched skills in understanding consumer insights. When combined with its strength in performance 
media, Merkle creates customer experiences that drive improved marketing performance and shareholder value. With more 
than 2,700 employees, the privately held corporation is headquartered in Columbia, Maryland with 14 additional offices in the US 
and offices in London, Shanghai and Nanjing. For more information, contact Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle or visit merkleinc.com.

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR BLOG to receive an update when we release our follow-up 
report coming Tuesday, December 1st.
This report will summarize key performance trends during Cyber Weekend 2015 and 
set advertisers up for a strong finish in Q4.
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